
Direction

The sentence given below is divided into

four parts (A), (B), (C) and (D). There can

be a grammatical error in more than one

part of the sentence, find the error and

choose the correct option accordingly, if

there is no error, choose the option (5).



Q.468

The Attorney General explanation (A)/ that the

draft scheme could not (B)/ be ready because the

Prime Minister and (C)/ other ministers were busy

in travelling in Karnataka are laughable. (D)

(1) Only D

(2) Only B and C

(3) Only A, C and D

(4) All of them

(5) No error

(A)-General’s explanation

(C)-be readied

(D)-is laughable



Q.469

If a seller defaults in depositing GST (A)/ dues

collected from a buyer and (B)/ remains evasive,

the authorities can reverse (C)/ the credit availed by

the buyer for the outstanding taxes. (D)

1) Only A

2) Only B and C

3) Only B, C and D

4) All of them

5) No error

(A)-defaults on depositing 



Q.470

Almost four years after the Prime Minister

Narendra Modi began his term (A)/ with a

“Neighbourhood First” moment, with inviting

leaders (B)/ of all South Asian Association for

Regional Cooperation countries (C)/ to his

swearing-in ceremony, but India’s neighbourhood

policy is clearly adrift. (D)

1) Only A

2) Only B and C

3) Only A, B and D

4) All of them

5) No error

(A)- remove ‘the’

(B)- by inviting

(D)- remove ‘but’



Q.471

The sudden spurt in violence targets (A)/ Muslims

in Sri Lanka may only (B)/ be limited in

comparison to previous racial attacks in the islands,

(C)/ but it is enough serious to cast a dark shadow

on ethnic relations. (D)

1) Only A

2) Only A, C and D

3) Only B, C and D

4) All of them

5) No error

(A)- targeting

(C)- in the island

(D)- serious enough



Q.472

Initiatives such as the Bengaluru mapping (A)/

project can contribute in assessments of both real

potential (B)/ or risk, this is crucial for projects

(C)/ on a large scale involving significant exposure

for financial institutions, including banks. (D)

1) Only B

2) Only B and C

3) Only B, C and D

4) All of them

5) No error

(B)- contribute to assessments

(C)- and risk



Q.473

Union Finance Minister clarified (A)/ that it was no

longer possible to confer (B)/ “special category”

status on States after Centre (C)/ accepted the

recommendation of the 14th Finance Commission.

(D)

1) Only A

2) Only B and C

3) Only A and C

4) All of them

5) No error

(A)- The Union Finance

(C)- the Centre



Q.474

Each of the four opinions are organised around the

constitutional (A)/ values of personal autonomy,

bodily integrity and human dignity (B)/ and these

values, in turn, are expressed in the language of an

(C)/ individual choice to receive or decline medical

intervention or medical treatment. (D)

1) Only A

2) Only A and D

3) Only B, C and D

4) All of them

5) No error

(A)- is organised

(D)- individual’s choice



Q.475

The court is justified in concluding that (A)/ advance

directives will strength the (B)/ will to the treating

doctors by assuring (C)/ them that they are acting

lawfully in respecting the patient wishes. (D)

1) Only A

2) Only B and C

3) Only B, C and D

4) All of them

5) No error

(B)- strengthen

(C)- will of the 

(D)- patient’s wishes



Q.476

Amid palpable fears of a global trade (A)/ war, the

survival of a free trade agreement (B)/ despite of

the sudden pullout of the U.S. (C)/ offer some

respite to the supporters of free trade. (D)

1) Only A

2) Only C and D

3) Only B, C and D

4) All of them

5) No error

(C)- remove ‘of’

(D)- offers some




